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ABSTRACT

1

The goal of search result diversification is to select a subset of
documents from the candidate set to satisfy as many different
subtopics as possible. In general, it is a problem of subset selection
and selecting an optimal subset of documents is NP-hard. Existing
methods usually formalize the problem as ranking the documents
with greedy sequential document selection. At each of the ranking position the document that can provide the largest amount
of additional information is selected. It is obvious that the greedy
selections inevitably produce suboptimal rankings. In this paper
we propose to partially alleviate the problem with a Monte Carlo
tree search (MCTS) enhanced Markov decision process (MDP), referred to as M2 Div. In M2 Div, the construction of diverse ranking
is formalized as an MDP process where each action corresponds
to selecting a document for one ranking position. Given an MDP
state which consists of the query, selected documents, and candidates, a recurrent neural network is utilized to produce the policy
function for guiding the document selection and the value function
for predicting the whole ranking quality. The produced raw policy
and value are then strengthened with MCTS through exploring the
possible rankings at the subsequent positions, achieving a better
search policy for decision-making. Experimental results based on
the TREC benchmarks showed that M2 Div can significantly outperform the state-of-the-art baselines based on greedy sequential
document selection, indicating the effectiveness of the exploratory
decision-making mechanism in M2 Div.

One important goal in many information retrieval tasks involves
providing search results that covers a wide range of topics for a
search query, called search result diversification [1]. The goal of
search result diversification can be formalized as selecting a minimal subset of documents from the candidate set to cover as many
different subtopics as possible. Since the novelty of a document
depends on the other selected documents, selecting an optimal subset of documents amounts to the problem subset selection and its
complexity is in general NP-hard.
Typical approaches treat search result diversification as ranking the documents based on their relevance as well as the novelty.
Greedy sequential document selection has been widely adopted
to construct the diverse document ranking, that is, the document
ranking is constructed step by step. At each step the ranking model
selects one document from the candidate set for the current ranking position. Usually, the document with the maximal amount of
additional utility, a.k.a. marginal relevance, is selected.
A number of diverse ranking algorithms have been developed
under the greedy document selection framework. Different algorithms utilize different criteria to estimate the additional utility a
candidate document can provide. For example, the representative
approach of maximal marginal relevance (MMR) [3] uses the sum of
the query-document relevance and the maximal document distance
(referred to as marginal relevance) as the utility. xQuAD [25] defines
the utility so as to explicitly account for the relationship between
documents retrieved for the original query and the possible subqueries. In recent years, machine learning based methods have been
proposed for conducting diverse ranking [23, 31, 32, 34, 36, 39]. The
relational learning to rank (R-LTR) [39] and its variations [31, 32, 34]
define the utilities based on the relevance features and the novelty
features. MDP-DIV adapted the Markov decision process (MDP) to
model the document ranking process. The utility of a document is
estimated based on the MDP state, which consists of the query, the
preceding documents, and the remaining candidates [33].
The greedy sequential document selection simplifies the ranking process and can accelerate the online ranking. However, the
rankings produced by greedy document selection are inevitably
suboptimal. At each ranking position, the greedy selection mechanism only considers the possibilities at the current ranking position
(i.e., estimates the utility of each candidate document if it were
selected). Thus, greedy document selection will select the locally
optimal document at each ranking position. However, a sequence of
the locally optimal documents cannot lead to the globally optimal
diverse ranking, because the utilities of the documents are not independent. The selection of a document at one position will change
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the utilities of the remaining candidate documents and thereafter
affects the subsequent decisions. In general the ranking algorithm
need to explore the whole ranking space if the optimal ranking is
mandatory. However, this is usually infeasible in real applications
because of the huge space size: there exist N ! different rankings for
N documents.
Inspired by the success and methodology of the AlphaGo [27]
and AlphaGo Zero [28] for the Game of Go, in this paper we propose to enhance the MDP model for diverse ranking [33] with the
Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS), for alleviating the suboptimal
ranking problem. The new ranking model, referred to as M2 Div
(stands for MCTS enhanced MDP for Diverse ranking), makes use
of an MDP to model the sequential document selection process
of diverse ranking. At each time step (corresponding to a ranking
position), based on the user query and the preceding document
ranking, a recurrent neural network (RNN) is used to produce the
policy (a distribution over the candidate documents) for guiding
the document selection and the value for estimating the whole document ranking quality (e.g., in terms of α-NDCG@M). To alleviate
the problem of suboptimal diverse ranking, in stead of greedily selecting a document with the predicted raw policy, M2 Div conducts
an exploratory decision making: an MCTS is conducted to explore
the possible document rankings at the subsequent positions, resulting a strengthened search policy for conducting the real document
selection at current position. Since it has explored more future possible document rankings, the search policy has higher probability
to select a globally optimal document than the predicted raw policy.
Moving to the next iteration, the above process is continued until
the candidate set is empty.
Reinforcement learning is used to train the model parameters. In
the training phase, at each training iteration and for each training
query, an MCTS guided by the current policy function and value
function is conducted at each ranking position. The MCTS produces a search policy for the document selection. Then the model
parameters are adjusted to minimize the loss function. The loss
function consists of two terms: 1) the squared error between the
predicted value and the final quality of the whole document ranking
in terms of α-NDCG@M; and 2) the cross entropy of the predicted
raw policy and the search policy for document selection. Stochastic
gradient descent is utilized for conducting the optimization.
To evaluate the effectiveness of M2 Div, we conducted experiments on the basis of TREC benchmark datasets. The experimental
results showed that M2 Div can significantly outperform the stateof-the-art diverse ranking approaches that using greedy sequential
decision making, including the heuristic based diverse ranking
methods of MMR and xQuAD, and the machine learning based
diverse ranking methods of PAMM and MDP-DIV. We analyzed the
results and showed that the exploratory decision-making mechanism in M2 Div does help to improve the ranking performances.

estimate the utility a document can provide. Carbonell and Goldstein [3] proposed the maximal marginal relevance criterion, which
is a linear combination of the query-document relevance and the
document novelty, to select the document. xQuAD [24] directly
models different aspects of a query and estimates the utility as the
relevance of the retrieved documents to each identified aspects.
Hu et al. [13] proposed a utility function that explicitly leverages
the hierarchical intents of queries and selects the documents that
maximize diversity in the hierarchical structure. See also [2, 4, 7, 9–
11, 22, 29]
Machine learning techniques have been applied to construct diverse ranking, also adopting the greedy sequential decision making
as the basic framework. The key problem becomes how to automatically learn the utility function on the basis of training queries.
Some researchers define the utility as a linear combination of the
handcrafted relevance features and novelty features [23, 31, 34, 39].
The novelty term in the utility function can be modeled with the
deep learning model of neural tensor networks [32]. Jiang et al.
used recurrent neural networks and max-pooling to model subtopic
information explicitly with the attention mechanism [14, 15]. Xia
et al. [33] proposed to model the dynamics of the document utility
with MDP and learning the model parameters with policy gradient.
Other learning approaches please refer to [18, 21, 23, 34, 35, 37].

2.2

Reinforcement learning for IR

The reinforcement learning has been widely used in variant IR
applications. For example, in [20], a win-win search framework
based on partially observed Markov decision process (POMDP) is
proposed to model session search as a dual-agent stochastic game. In
the model, the state of the search users are encoded as a four hidden
decision making states. In [38], the log-based document re-ranking
is modeled as a POMDP. [33] and [30] propose to model the process
of constructing a document ranking with MDP, for the ranking tasks
of search result diversification and relevance ranking, respectively.
Muti-armed bandit, another type of reinforcement learning model,
is also widely applied to rank learning. For example, [23] proposes
two online learning bandit algorithms to learn a diverse ranking
of documents based on users clicking behaviors. [37] formalizes
the interactively optimizing of information retrieval systems as
a dueling bandit problem and [16] proposes cascading bandits to
identify K most attractive document for users. See also [12]
Reinforcement learning models are also used for building recommender systems. For example, [26] designs an MDP-based recommendation model for taking both the long-term effects of each
recommendation and the expected value of each recommendation
into account. Lu and Yang [19] proposes POMDP-Rec, a neuraloptimized POMDP algorithm, for building a collaborative filtering
recommender system.
In this paper, we also adopt the reinforcement learning model
of MDP to formalize the diverse ranking process in search result
diversification.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Search result diversification

3

It is a common practice to formalize the construction of a diverse
ranking list in search as a process of greedy sequential decision
making. Existing research focus on designing effective criteria to

MDP AND MCTS

We employ Markov decision process and Monte Carlo tree search
to model diverse ranking process.
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Markov decision process

Policy-Value network

MDP provides a mathematical framework for modeling the sequential decision making process with the agent-environment interface.
The key components of an MDP include:
States S is a set of states. For instance, in this paper we define
the state as a tuple consists of the query, the preceding document
ranking, and the candidate documents.
Actions A is a discrete set of actions that an agent can take.
The actions available may depend on the state s, denoted as A(s).
Policy p describes the behaviors of an agent, which is a probabilistic distribution over the possible actions. p is usually optimized
to maximize the long term return.
Transition T is the state transition function st +1 = T (st , at )
which specifies a function that maps a state st into a new state st +1
in response to the action selected at .
Value: state value function V : S → R is a function that predicts
the long term return of the whole episode, on the basis of the current
state s under the policy p.
An MDP model is running as follows: the agent and environment
interact at each of a sequence of discrete time steps, t = 0, 1, 2, · · · .
At each time step t the agent receives some representation of the
environment’s state, st ∈ S, and on that basis selects an action
at ∈ A(st ). One time step later, in part as a consequence of its
action, the agent finds itself in a new state st +1 = T (st , at ). Usually
the goal of reinforcement learning is to achieve maximum long
term return, that is, to maximize the value V (s 0 ).

3.2
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Figure 1: The agent-environment interaction of M2 Div.

4

DIVERSE RANKING WITH POLICY-VALUE
NETWORKS

In this section, we introduce the proposed M2 Div model, which
makes use of MDP and MCTS for modeling the diverse ranking
process and for strengthening the policy for selecting documents
at each of the MDP iteration, respectively. The agent-environment
interaction of M2 Div is illustrated in Figure 1. Each of the MDP time
step corresponds to a ranking position. At time step t (t = 0, 1, · · · ),
the policy-value network receives the environment state st and
makes use of an LSTM to produce the representation of the state
st . After that, guided by the current policy function p and value
function V , an MCTS search is executed. The output of MCTS is a
strengthened new search policy π . The action at is then selected
according to the strengthened policy π , which chooses a document
from the candidate set and places it to the ranking position t + 1.
Moving to the next time step t + 1, the system finds itself in a new
state st +1 and the process is repeated until all of the documents are
ranked.

Monte Carlo tree search

The decisions made by an MDP (e.g., selecting the most confident
actions according to the policy) may get suboptimal results. Theoretically the system has to explore the whole space of decision
sequences to get a global optimal result. However, this is usually
not feasible. MCTS is a tool to conduct heuristic search inside the
whole space, more likely to produce a better decision sequence than
that of produced by the greedy decisions.
Given the time step t, the policy function p, and the state value
function V , MCTS aims at searching a strengthened policy for making better decisions. The MCTS consists of four phases: selection,
expansion, simulation, and back-propagation:
Selection: Starting at the root node R, MCTS recursively selects
the optimal child nodes until a leaf node L is reached.
Expansion: If L is not a terminal node (i.e. it does not end the
episode) then create one or more child nodes for L (each corresponds
a possible action) and select one child node C according to the
predicted policy.
Simulation/Evaluation: MCTS runs a simulation from C until
a result is achieved. In the AlphaGo Zero [28] the simulation is
replaced with the value function for accelerating the tree search.
That is, the result of simulation is estimated by the value function.
Back-propagation: Update the statistics stored in the current
move sequence with the simulation or estimated result.
The MCTS outputs a search policy π over the actions, which is
utilized to choose the action at time step t. The iteration is continued
until the whole episode is generated.

4.1

MDP formulation of diverse ranking

Suppose we are given a query q, which is associated with a set of
retrieved documents X = {x1 , · · · , xM } ⊆ X, where both the query
q and the documents xi are represented with their preliminary
representations, i.e., the vectors learned by the doc2vec model [17],
and X is the set of all possible documents. The goal of diverse
ranking is to construct a model that can rank the documents so
that the top ranked documents cover a wide range of subtopics of
a search query.
The construction of a diverse ranking can be considered as a
process of sequential decision making with an MDP in which each
time step corresponds to a ranking position. The states, actions,
transition function, value function, and policy function of the MDP
are set as:
States S: We design the state at time step t as a triple st =
[q, Zt , X t ], where q is the preliminary representation of the user
t
issued query; Zt = {x(n) }n=1
is the sequence of t preceding documents, where x(n) is the document ranked at position n; X t is the
set of candidate documents. At the beginning (t = 0), the state is
initialized as s 0 = [q, ∅, X ], where ∅ is the empty sequence and X
contains all of the M retrieved candidate documents.
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Actions A: At each time step t, the A(st ) is the set of actions
the agent can choose, each corresponds to a document from X t .
That is, the action at ∈ A(st ) at the time step t selects a document
xm(at ) ∈ X t for the ranking position t + 1, where m(at ) is the index
of the document selected by at .
Transition T : The transition function T : S × A → S is defined
as follows:
st +1 = T (st , at ) = T ([q, Zt , X t ], at )


= q, Zt ⊕ {xm(at ) }, X t \ {xm(at ) } ,

Policy function p: The policy p(s) defines a function that takes
the state as input and output a distribution over all of the possible
actions a ∈ A(s). Specifically, each probability in the distribution is
a normalized soft-max function whose input is the bilinear product
of the LSTM defined in Equation (3) and the selected document:
n
o
exp xTm(a) Up LSTM(s)
n
o,
p(a|s) = Í
T
a 0 ∈A(s) exp xm(a 0 ) Up LSTM(s)

(1)

where ⊕ appends xm(at ) to Zt and \ removes xm(at ) from X t . At
each time step t, based on state st the system chooses an action at .
Then, the system moves to time step t + 1 and the system transits
to a new state st +1 : first, the query q is kept unchanged; second,
the selected document is appended to the end of Zt , generating a
new document sequence; finally, the selected document at step t is
removed from the candidate set: X t +1 = X t \ {xm(at ) }. Thus, the
number of actions the agent can choose at t + 1 is reduced by one.
Value function V : The state value function V : S → R is a
scalar evaluation, estimating the quality of the whole document
ranking (an episode) based on the input state. The value function
is learned so as to approximate a predefined evaluation measure
(e.g., α-NDCG@M).
In this paper, we make use of the long short term memory (LSTM)
to summarize the input state s as a real vector, and then define the
value function as nonlinear transformation of the weighted sum of
the LSTM outputs:
V (s) = σ (hw, LSTM(s)i + bv ) ,

where Up is the parameter in the bilinear product. Thus, the policy
function p(s) is:
p(s) = hp(a 1 |s), · · · , p(a | A(s) | |s)i.

4.2

(4)

Strengthening policy with MCTS

Selecting documents greedily with the predicted raw policy p in
Equation (4) may lead to suboptimal rankings because the policy
only summarizes the historical information and has no idea on
how the action at will influent the future decisions. Let’s use an
example to show the limitation of greedy selection. Suppose that the
query q has 6 subtopics, and the 3 retrieved candidate documents d 1 ,
d 2 , and d 3 cover the subtopics of {1, 2, 3, 6}, {1, 2, 5}, and {1, 2, 6},
respectively. The greedy selection with raw policy prefers d 1 for
the first position, as it covers the most number of subtopics. Thus,
the document ranking constructed with the greedy policy could be
[d 1 , d 2 , d 3 ] and S-recall@2 = 56 . However, if the ranking algorithm
could explore (part of) the whole ranking space, it will found a
better document ranking in terms of S-recall@2: [d 2 , d 3 , d 1 ] with
S-recall@2 = 1. The example clearly indicate that greedy selection
could lead to suboptimal rankings.
To alleviate the issue, following the practices in AlphaGo [27]
and AlphaGo Zero [28], we propose to conduct lookahead searches
in the ranking space with MCTS. Specifically, at each ranking position t, an MCTS search is executed, guided by the current policy
function p and value function V , and output a strengthened new
search policy π . It is believed that the search policy π will select a
much better action (document) for the ranking position than that
of selected by the raw policy p in Equation (4). This is because the
lookahead MCTS tries to explore the whole ranking space and can
partially alleviate the suboptimal ranking problem.
Figure 2 illustrates the MCTS process and Algorithm 1 shows
the details. Each node of the tree corresponds to an MDP state. The
tree search algorithm takes a root node s R , number of search times
K, value function V , policy function p, human labels J , and the
evaluation measure R as inputs. Note that J and R are only used
at the training time. The algorithm iterate K times and outputs
a strengthened search policy π for selecting a document for root
node s R . Suppose that each edge e(s, a) (the edge from state s to the
state T (s, a)) of the MCTS tree stores an action value Q(s, a), visit
count N (s, a), and prior probability P(s, a). The raw policy p(s R ) at
the root state s R is strengthened with the following steps:
Selection (line 3 to line 7 of Algorithm 1): Each of the K iterations starts from the root state s R and iteratively selects the
documents that maximize an upper confidence bound. Specifically,
at each time step t of each simulation, an action at is selected from

(2)

where w and bv are the weight vector and the bias to be learned
during training, and σ (x) = 1+e1 −x is the nonlinear sigmoid function. The deep neural network model LSTM: S → RL maps a
state to a real vector where L is the number of dimensions. Given
s = [q, Z = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xt }, X t ], where xk (k = 1, · · · , t) is the
document ranked at k-th position and represented with its doc2vec
embedding. LSTM outputs a representation hk for position k as:
fk =σ (Wf xk + Uf hk −1 + bf ),
ik =σ (Wi xk + Ui hk −1 + bi ),
ok =σ (Wo xk + Uo hk−1 + bo ),
ck =fk ◦ ck −1 + ik ◦ tanh(Wc xk + Uc hk −1 + bc ),
hk =ok ◦ tanh(ck ),
where h and c are initialized with the query q:
[h0 , c0 ] = [σ (Vh q), σ (Vc q)],
operator “◦” denotes the element-wise product and “σ ” is applied
to each of the entries; the variables fk , ik , ok , ck and hk denote the
forget gate’s activation vector, input gate’s activation vector, output
gate’s activation vector, cell state vector, and output vector of the
LSTM block, respectively. Wf , Wi , Wo , Uf , Ui , Uo , Vh , Vc , bf , bi , bo
are weight matrices and bias vectors need to be learned during
training. The output vector and cell state vector at the t-th cell are
concatenated as the output of LSTM:
h
iT
LSTM(s) = ht T , ct T .
(3)
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Figure 2: The MCTS process for calculating the strengthened search policy π .
probability P(s, a) is kept unchanged, and Q(s, a) and N (s, a) are
updated:

state st so as to maximize action value plus a bonus:
at = arg max(Q(st , a) + λU (st , a)),
a

(5)

Q(s, a) ←
N (s, a) ←

where λ ≥ 0 is the tradeoff coefficient, and the bonus U (st , a) is
defined as
qÍ
0
a 0 ∈A(s t ) N (s t , a )
,
U (st , a) = p(a|st )
1 + N (st , a)

Q (s,a)×N (s,a)+V (s L )
,
N (s,a)+1

N (s, a) + 1.

(6)

Calculate the strengthened search policy (line 29 to line 32
of Algorithm 1): After iterating K times, the strengthened search
policy π for the root node s R can be calculated according to the
visit counts N (s R , a) of the edges starting from s R :

where p(a|st ) is the predicted probability by the policy function
p(st ), A(st ) is the set of available actions (documents) at state st .
U (st , a) is proportional to the prior probability but decays with
repeated visits to encourage exploration.
Evaluation and expansion (line 8 to line 19 of Algorithm 1):
When the traversal reaches a leaf node s L , the node is evaluated
either with the value function V (s L ) or with the predefined performance measure if the node is the end of an episode and the
human labels are available. Specifically, at the test phase or online
ranking phase, there is no human label information available. s L
will be evaluated with the value function V (s L ). At the training
phase, if s L is not the end of the episode, V (s L ) is used to conduct
the evaluation. If s L is the last node of the episode (cannot be expanded), it is evaluated with the true performance measure (e.g.,
α-NDCG@M) at the position. Line 10 and line 18 of Algorithm 1
shows the evaluation details. Please note that following the practice
in AlphaGo Zero program, we use the value function instead of
rollouts for evaluating a node.
Then, the leaf node s L may be expanded (line 11 to line 16 of
Algorithm 1). Each edge from the leaf position s L (corresponds to
each action a ∈ A(s L )) is initialized as: P(s L , a) = p(a|s L ) (Equation (4)), Q(s L , a) = 0, and N (s L , a) = 0. In this paper all of the
available actions of s L are expanded.
Back-propagation and update (line 20 to line 28 of Algorithm 1): At the end of evaluation, the action values and visit counts
of all traversed edges are updated. For each edge e(s, a), the prior

π (a|s R ) = Í

N (s R , a)

a 0 ∈A(s R ) N (s R , a

0) ,

(7)

for all a ∈ A(s R ).

4.3

Training with reinforcement learning

The model has parameters Θ = {Wf , Wi , Wo , Uf , Ui , Uo , Up , bf ,
bi , bo , Vh , Vc , w} to learn. In the training phase, suppose we are
N , where J (n)
given N labeled training queries {(q (n) , X (n) , J (n) )}n=1
denotes the human labels on the documents, in the form of a binary
(n)
matrix. J (n) (i, j) = 1 if document xi contains the j-th subtopic of
q (n) and 0 otherwise.
Algorithm (2) shows the training procedure. First, the parameters
Θ is initialized to random weights in [−1, 1]. At each subsequent
iteration, for each query, a ranking of documents is generated with
current parameter setting. At each ranking position t, an MCTS
search is executed, using previous iteration of value function and
policy function, and a document xm(at ) is selected according to the
search probabilities πt .
The ranking terminates when the candidate is empty or the
ranking exceeds the maximum length defined by the predefined
evaluation measure R. These sampled documents consist a permutation of documents τ , which is then evaluated with the evaluation
measure to give a ground-truth return:
r = R(τ , J ).
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Algorithm 1 TreeSearch

Algorithm 2 Train diverse ranking model

Input: root state s R , value function V , and policy function p, number of search times K, trade-off parameter λ, human labels J ,
and performance evaluation function R
Output: Tree search probabilities π
1: for k = 0 to K − 1 do
2:
sL ← sR
3:
{Selection}
4:
while s L is not a leaf node do
5:
a ← arg maxa ∈A(s L ) Q(s L , a) + λ · U (s L , a){Equation (5),
using the P, Q, and N stored in the corresponding edges}
6:
s L ← child node pointed by edge (s L , a)
7:
end while
8:
{Evaluation and expansion}
9:
if s L can be expanded then
10:
v ← V (s L ) {simulate v with value function V }
11:
for all a ∈ A(s L ) do
Expand a new edge e which connects to a new node
12:
s = [q, s L .Z ⊕ {xm(a) }, s L .X \ {xm(a) }]
13:
e.P ← p(a|s L ) {initialize the prior probability}
14:
e.Q ← 0
15:
e.N ← 0
16:
end for
17:
else 
V (s L )
R = NULL or J = ∅
18:
v←
{Case 1: predict
R(s L .Z, J ) otherwise
with V at test phase (R =NULL or J = ∅); Case 2: directly
set to the ground truth (e.g., α-NDCG@M) at the training
phase}
19:
end if
20:
{Back-propagation}
21:
while s L , s R do
22:
s ← parent of s L
23:
e ← edge from s to s L
e .Q ×e .N +v
24:
e.Q ← e .N +1 {Equation (6)}
25:
e.N ← e.N + 1
26:
sL ← s
27:
end while
28: end for
29: {calculate tree search probabilities}
30: for all a ∈ A(s R ) do
e(s R ,a).N
31:
π (a|s R ) ← Í 0
e(s ,a 0 ).N {e(s, a) is the edge from s to

N , learning
Input: Labeled training set D = {(q(n) , X (n) , J (n) )}n=1
rate η, number of search steps K, MCTS trade-off parameter λ,
and evaluation measure R
Output: Θ
1: Initialize Θ ← random values in [−1, 1]
2: repeat
3:
for all (q, X , J ) ∈ D do
4:
s ← [q, ∅, X ]
5:
M ← |X |
6:
E = (){empty episode}
7:
for t = 0 to M − 1 do
8:
π ← TreeSearch(s, V , p, K, λ, J , R) {Algorithm (1): tree
search using s as root, with current Θ}
9:
a = arg maxa ∈A(s) π (a|s) {select the best document}
10:
τ (t + 1) ← m(a){document xm(a) is ranked at t + 1}
11:
E ← E ⊕ {(s, π )}
12:
s ← [q, s.Z ⊕ {xm(a) }, s.X \ {xm(a) }]
13:
end for
14:
r ← R(τ , J ){evaluating the generalized ranking}
∂`(E,r )
15:
Θ ← Θ − η ∂Θ {Update parameters. ` is defined in
Equation (8)}
16:
end for
17: until converge
18: return Θ

a ∈A(s R )

32:
33:

the mean-squared error and cross-entropy losses, respectively:
|E |
Õ
Õ
1 ª
©
πt (a|st ) log
(V (st ) − r )2 +
® . (8)
p(a|s
t)
t =1 «
a ∈A(s t )
¬
Figure 3 illustrates the construction of the loss given a training
query. The model parameters are trained by back propagation and
stochastic gradient descent. Specifically, we use AdaGrad [8] on all
parameters in the training process.
Please note that following the practices in [28], the search tree
constructed at the t-th iteration (line 8 to line 12 of Algorithm 2)
is reused at subsequent steps: the child node corresponding to the
selected document (chosen action) becomes the new root node; the
subtree below this child is retained along with all its statistics, while
the remainder of the tree is discarded.

`(E, r ) =

R

the state by taking action a}
end for
return π

4.4

Online ranking

The construction of a diverse ranking for an online query is shown
in Algorithm 3. Given a user query q, a set of M retrieved documents
X , the system state is initialized as s 0 = [q, Z0 = ∅, X 0 = X ]. Then,
at each of the time steps t = 0, · · · , M − 1, the agent receives the
state st = [q, Zt , X t ] and searches the policy π with MCTS, on
the basis of the value function V and policy function p. Then, it
chooses an action a according π , selects the document xm(a) from
the candidate set, and places it to the rank t + 1. Moving to the next
step t + 1, the state becomes st +1 = [q, Zt +1 , X t +1 ]. The process is
repeated until the candidate set becomes empty.
Considering that the MCTS is time consuming and may be infeasible in some online ranking tasks, the online ranking algorithm
can also skip the tree search and directly use the raw policy for

Here R can be any diverse ranking evaluation measure such as αNDCG@M etc. The data generated at each time step E = {(st , πt )}Tt=1
and the final evaluation r are utilized as the ground-truth signals
in training for adjusting the value function. The model parameters
are adjusted to minimize the error between the predicted value
V (st ) and the evaluation of the ranking in terms of the chosen evaluation measure, and to maximize the similarity of the raw policy
p(st ) to the search policy πt . Specifically, the parameters Θ are
adjusted by gradient descent on a loss function ` that sums over
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Figure 3: Construction of loss function for a training query.
Algorithm 3 Diverse ranking with Monte Carlo tree search
Input: query q, documents X = {x1 , · · · , xM }, number of search
steps K, MCTS trade-off parameter λ, value function V , and
policy function p
Output: Permutation of documents τ
1: s ← [q, Φ, X ]
2: M ← |X |
3: for t = 0 to M − 1 do
TreeSearch(s, V , p, K, λ, ∅, NULL) with MCTS,
4:
π←
p(s)
without MCTS
{Case 1: ranking with search policy. No human labels and
evaluation function are available at the test/online ranking
phase; Case 2: ranking with raw policy for accelerating
online ranking speeds.}
5:
a ← arg maxa ∈A(s) π (a|s)
6:
τ (t + 1) ← m(a){document xm(a) is ranked at t + 1}
7:
[q, Z, X ] ← s
8:
s ← [q, Z ⊕ {xm(a) }, X \ {xm(a) }]
9: end for
10: return τ

5

EXPERIMENTS

We conducted experiments to test the performances of M2 Div using
a combination of four TREC benchmark datasets: TREC 2009 ∼ 2012
Web Track datasets (WT2009, WT2010, WT2011, and WT2012).

ranking, denoted with “without MCTS” in the line 4 of Algorithm 3.
In the experiments, we observed that the M2 Div without MCTS can
still outperform the baselines. This is because the training process
of M2 Div can generate high quality episodes to train the model
parameters with the help of MCTS, which leads to more accurate
policy function p.

4.5

each action corresponds a move, the states are the raw board positions, the value function approximates the probability of winning,
and the next state depends not only on the chosen action but also
on the move by the opponent. M2 Div, on the other hand, formalizes
the ranking of documents as planning with an MDP where each action corresponds to a document selection. The MDP states consists
of the query, the preceding document ranking, and the remaining
candidates. The value function approximates a diverse ranking evaluation measure (e.g., α-NDCG@M). The state transition is fully
determined by the current state and the chosen action.
Second, the supervision signals for learning the model parameters are different. AlphaGo Zero uses the results of self-play (-1 for
loss, 0 for draw, and 1 for win) as the supervision signals and the
value function is fitted to the results. The task of diverse ranking,
however, is not a Markov game. It is difficult (also unnecessary) to
execute the self-play. In the training phase, M2 Div resorts to the
human labels and the predefined evaluation measure to generate
supervision information. Specifically, the α-NDCG@M of each generated episode is calculated and used as the ground-truth to fit the
value function (the first part of Equation (8)). In this way, M2 Div
drives the training process so as to directly optimize the evaluation
measure of α-NDCG@M. Note that α-NDCG@M can be replaced
with any other diverse ranking evaluation measures.
Third, the shared deep neural networks for calculating the policies and values are different. AlphaGo Zero makes use of a residual
network which takes the raw board position as its inputs and outputs the a probability distribution over moves, and a probability
of the current player winning in position. The raw boards can be
considered as some fixed sized images. In M2 Div, the MDP states
consist of the queries and sequences of documents etc. Residual
network cannot handle the state data as the queries/documents
are raw texts, and the lengths of the document sequences vary in
different time steps. To address the issue, M2 Div first represents
the query and document sequence as the state vector of an LSTM
(Equation 3). The policy and the value are then calculated on the
basis of the representations outputted by the LSTM.

5.1

Experimental settings

In our experiments, for effective training of the model parameters
and following the practices in [33], we combined four TREC datasets
and constructed a new dataset with 200 queries and in total about
45,000 labeled documents. Each query includes several subtopics
identified by the TREC assessors. The document relevance labels
are made at the subtopic level and the labels are binary1 .
All the experiments were carried out on the ClueWeb09 Category B data collection2 , which is comprised of 50 million English
web documents. Porter stemming, tokenization, and stop-words
removal (using the INQUERY list) were applied to the documents as
preprocessing. We conducted 5-fold cross-validation experiments.

Difference with AlphaGo Zero

M2 Div is inspired by the AlphaGo Zero program. It enjoys a number
of merits from AlphaGo Zero, including the shared neural network
for estimating policies and values, lookahead MCTS for strengthening the raw policy, and the compounded loss that simultaneously
optimizes the value function and the policy function etc. However,
M2 Div has made a number of fundamental modifications for search
result diversification.
First, the formalizations of the tasks are different. AlphaGo Zero
formalizes the playing of Go as an alternating Markov game where

1 WT2011

has graded judgements and we treat them as binary in the experiments.

2 http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/data/clueweb09
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Table 1: Performance comparison of all methods on TREC
web track datasets.

We randomly split the queries into five even subsets. At each fold,
three subsets were used for training, one was used for validation,
and one was used for testing. The results reported were the average
over the five trials.
The TREC official diversity evaluation metrics of α-NDCG [6]
and ERR-IA [5] were used in the experiments, including. They measure the diversity of a result list by explicitly rewarding diversity
and penalizing redundancy observed at every rank. Following the
default settings in official TREC evaluation program, the parameter
α in these evaluation measures are set to 0.5.
We compared M2 Div with several state-of-the-art baselines in
search result diversification:
MMR [3]: a heuristic approach in which the document is selected
according to maximal marginal relevance.
xQuAD [24]: a representative method which explicitly models
different aspects underlying original query in form of subqueries.
PM-2 [7]: a method of optimizing proportionality for search
result diversification.
We also compared MDP-DIV with the learning methods:
SVM-DIV [36]: a learning approach which utilizes structural
SVMs to optimize the subtopic coverage.
R-LTR [39]: a learning approach developed in the relational
learning to rank framework.
PAMM [31]: a learning approach that directly optimizes diversity evaluation measure using structured Perceptron.
NTN-DIV [32]: a learning approach which automatically learns
novelty features based on neural tensor networks.
MDP-DIV [33]: a state-of-the-art learning approach which uses
an MDP for modeling the diverse ranking process. Following the
practice in [33], we configured the reward function in MDP-DIV as
α-DCG and the discounting parameter γ = 1.
M2 Div, and the baselines of MDP-DIV and NTN-DIV need preliminary representations of the queries and the documents as their inputs. Following the practices in [33], in the experiments we used the
query vector and document vector generated by the doc2vec [17]
to represent the document. Doc2vec model was trained on all of
the documents in Web Track dataset and the number of vector
dimensions were set to 100. For training the model, we used the
distributed bag of words model3 . The learning rate was set to 0.025
and the window size was set to 8.
The M2 Div also has some parameters to tune: the training evaluation measure function R was set to α-NDCG@5, making the value
function V to approximate α-NDCG@5. In the training phrase, the
MCTS also was set to control the maximal length of the search
depth less than 5. That is, the condition at line 9 of Algorithm 1 is
true if the length of the tree depth is less than 5 and the candidate
set is not empty. In all of the experiments, the learning rate η, the
number of search times K, the tree search trade-off parameter λ,
and the number of LSTM hidden units h were tuned based on the
validation set and set to η = 0.01, K = 5000, λ = 3.0, and h = 5.
In online ranking phase, M2 Div has two versions: selecting the
documents with the raw policy p or with the MCTS strengthened policy π . These two versions are respectively denoted as
“M2 Div(without MCTS)” and “M2 Div(with MCTS)”. The source code
of M2 Div is available at https://github.com/sweetalyssum/M2DIV.

Method

α-NDCG@5 α-NDCG@10 ERR-IA@5 ERR-IA@10

MMR
0.2753
xQuAD
0.3165
PM-2
0.3047
SVM-DIV
0.3030
0.3498
R-LTR
PAMM(α-NDCG)
0.3712
NTN-DIV(α-NDCG) 0.3962
MDP-DIV(α-DCG)
0.4189
M2 Div(without
MCTS)
0.4386∗
2
M Div(with MCTS) 0.4424∗

5.2

0.2979
0.3941
0.3730
0.3699
0.4132
0.4327
0.4577
0.4762

0.2005
0.2314
0.2298
0.2268
0.2521
0.2619
0.2773
0.2988

0.2309
0.2890
0.2814
0.2726
0.3011
0.3029
0.3285
0.3494

0.4835
0.4852

0.3435∗
0.3459∗

0.3668∗
0.3686∗

Experimental results

Table 1 reports the performances of our approach and all of the baseline methods in terms of diversity performance metrics including
α-NDCG@5, α-NDCG@10, ERR-IA@5, and ERR-IA@10. Boldface
indicates the highest scores among all runs. From the results we can
see that, in terms of the four diversity evaluation metrics, “M2 Div
(with MCTS)” and “M2 Div (without MCTS)” outperformed all of the
baseline methods, including the heuristic method of MMR, xQuAD,
PM-2 and learning methods of SVM-DIV, R-LTR, PAMM(α-NDCG),
NTN-DIV(α-NDCG), and MDP-DIV(α-DCG). We conducted significant testing (t-test) on the improvements of our approaches over
the best baseline MDP-DIV(α-DCG). The results indicate that most
of the improvements are significant (p-value < 0.05 and denoted
with ‘*’ in Table 1).
From the results we can see that “M2 Div (without MCTS)”, which
did not conduct MCTS at the online time, still outperformed all
of the baselines including “MDP-DIV(α-DCG)”, indicating that the
MCTS conducted at the training time can generate better episodes
to estimate the model parameters, achieving better raw policy p for
ranking. Note that “M2 Div(with MCTS)”, which conducted MCTS
at the online time, further improved the ranking accuracies and
performed the best among all of the methods. The results indicate
that the MCTS can improve the raw policies p at both the training
and the online ranking.

5.3

Discussion

In this section, we conducted experiments to investigate how M2 Div
works and why it can outperform the baselines, using the experimental results on the first fold of the data as example.
5.3.1 Effects of Monte Carlo tree search. One key step in M2 Div
is the MCTS which outputs the search policy π . It is very likely
that the search policy π (s) are better than raw policy p(s) in terms
of choosing optimal documents.
We conducted experiments to show the effectiveness of the
MCTS in online ranking. Specifically, based on the trained M2 Div
model, we tracked the online ranking process for query number
148 (“martha stewart and imclone”). The red real curve in Figure 4
shows the α-NDCG values of the document ranking generated by
π . The blue dashed lines in Figure 4 show the α-NDCG values at

3 http://radimrehurek.com/gensim/tutorial.html
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Figure 4: α-NDCG at the top 5 positions for the ranking generated by the search policy π (red real curve) for query number 148. Blue dashed lines show the α-NDCG values if the
documents were selected by the raw policy p.

Figure 5: Performance curves of the document rankings generated with the raw policy p and with the search policy π ,
w.r.t. the training iterations. The curves illustrate the averaged performances over all of the training queries.

these 5 positions if the corresponding document was chosen by the
raw policy p (note the preceding documents are still selected by π ).
From the results, we can see that π improved p at the positions of 1,
3, and 5, showing the effectiveness of MCTS at the online ranking.
We also conducted experiments to show the effectiveness of the
MCTS in offline training. Specifically, at the end of each training
iteration, based on current ranking model, we tested the performances of the document ranking constructed with the raw policy p
and with the MCTS search policy π , in term of α-NDCG@5 on the
training queries. Figure 5 shows the averaged α-NDCG@5 scores
among all of the training queries at each training iterations. It is not
surprise that the document rankings generated by the search policy
π are superior to that of generated by the raw policy p, at all of the
training iterations. The results indicate that the lookahead MCTS
can generate better diverse document rankings for training the
model parameters, at all of the training iterations. The results also
partially explained why “M2 Div(without MCTS)”, which did not
conduct MCTS at the online time, can still outperform the baselines.
The MCTS conducted at the training time produced better diverse
document rankings for training the model parameters.
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Figure 6: Performance curves of the document rankings generated with the policy function and with the value function,
w.r.t. training iterations. The curves illustrates the averaged
performances over all of the test queries.

5.3.2 Ranking with policy or with value? In “M2 Div(without
MCTS)”, we rely on the raw policy p for ranking the documents.
In principle, the value function V can also be used for ranking,
that is, at each state s a document (action) â is selected if â =
arg maxa ∈A(s) V (T (s, a)). We conducted experiments to show the
performances of these two approaches and Figure 6 shows the
test performance curves of the document rankings with the policy
function and with the value function. From the results, we can
see that the document rankings generated by the raw policy p
are more stable and better than that of generated by the value
function V . One possible reason for the phenomenon is that the
ranking performance measure α-NDCG@5 are not easy to estimate
accurately, especially at the early stages of the ranking procedure.
This is why p in stead of V is adopted in “M2 Div(without MCTS)”.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a novel approach to learning diverse
ranking model for search result diversification, referred to as M2 Div.
In contrast to existing methods that greedily select a locally optimal
document at each of the ranking positions, M2 Div conducts an
exploratory decision making with the lookahead MCTS and thus
can select a better document. MDP is used to model the ranking
process and reinforcement learning is utilized to train the model
parameters. M2 Div offers several advantages: ranking with both
the shared policy function and the value function, high accuracy in
ranking, and flexibility of trading-off between accuracy and online
ranking speed. Experimental results based on the TREC benchmark
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datasets show that M2 Div can significantly outperform the state-ofthe-art baselines including the heuristic methods of MMR, xQuAD
and learning methods of R-LTR, PAMM, and MDP-DIV.
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